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Mobile Notifications & Detail
Maketime, 2014
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Maketime

Maketime was wise to think about the mobile experience early. The web-based SAAS application allows 
machinists to reserve or sell access “time” on CNCs, lathes or other manufacturing and machining tools. 
The responsive mobile site replicated the web app in a constrained window.

Maketime mobile concepts

Sign In

EMAIL ADDRESS

PASSWORD

SIGN IN

!

Forgot your password?

Remember me

Join the marketplace

1:23 PM●●●●● 100%
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Maketime

Notifications, accessed from the traditional top-right icon allow users to see quick facts about bids for 
projects, and doubled as personalized history and navigation. Notifications are short and sweet. Messages 
are something else, and would come later in the app’s design. 

Maketime mobile concepts
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3NOTIFICATIONS!

Bid on project 155 approved 25d

Bid posted on project 145 25d

Bid posted on project 145 25d

Bid posted on project 145 25d

Project 137 now in production 27d

Bid on project 155 Approved 2mo
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3PROJ. 1234!

<  BUYING

1Hr on Multicam 5000 Series CNC 
WaterJet

In Production "

Posted

$12,375.00

Jan. 1, 2014 - Jan. 31, 2014

jane.doe@makemine.com

Hours req… 1

123 Anywhere St.
SomeCity, FL 90909

3pm Dec. 20, 2014

Time Cost

Date Range

Jane DoeBuyer

!
December 12 6am-12pm
December 13 6am-12pm
see all

10 palettes of 
10CGrade…

$ Paid

1250.25 12/12
2013

Additional Costs

FILES

Proj01-Smithereen-Multicam…

Proj01-Smithereen-Multicam…

Reaching out regarding…. read more

Follow up with…. read more

Would you be willing to…. read more

New Message

MESSAGES

SHIPPING

1Z 999 AA1 01 2345 6784

Carrier

Notes

Tracking No.

none

DHL Express

On the left is the top of a project detail screen and on the right is more detail visible by scrolling. A user 
could get to this detail from a notification or by navigating from a projects index.
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SIGN OUT

PROFILE

PAYMENTS

PROFILE

SELLING

BUYING

AVAILABLE LISTINGS

CREATE LISTING

SIGN OUT

CNC LASER CUTTER

STEEL

HOURS NEEDED

START DATE -  END DATE

CHOOSE FILE

!

1:23 PM●●●●● 100%

Navigation on mobile devices needs to be simple, predictable, and most importantly, findable. Making 
users remember or guess can cause frustration or failure in situations of stress or rapid task-switching. 



Concept Design: Draft Records
Salesforce, 2013
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I led a team of designers through a two week project to explore creating form data from loose notes. I 
began by creating a frame from business needs, user research, audits and more.

Experience brief deck Salesforce
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Salesforce

The main use case is the traveling salesman. Always on the go, they often spend after-work hours putting 
new knowledge into Salesforce. That's painful and slow for them and their colleagues.

Getting started with the mobile publisher
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Salesforce

Drafts allow colleagues to use whatever is provided. Completing the draft makes the record real to 
Salesforce CRM. It's the middle-ground that makes working from the feed truly meaningful.

Publishing a draft record to the feed
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Salesforce

My colleagues had two very different solutions than mine, and both were really great. The work was 
well-received. One C-Level called the Discovery & Definition portion "genius."

Work of my partners in the design studio

Lorne Trudeau Megan Hoagland



Mobile Feed Item Guidelines
Salesforce, 2013
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Salesforce

With three hours to work I was asked to express "our opinion" on how mobile feed items should work.

Expressing guidelines with concise language
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Salesforce

I created a deck with a strong expression of simple principles. Supported with diagrams of 
increasing detail and specificity.

Explaining the guidelines in abstract
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Salesforce

Focusing on my goals of simplicity, predictability and modern mobile patterns, I created a model for a file 
post with reduced interaction in the main feed view.

Specifying for shared file post
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Salesforce

And more involved levels of interactivity on the detail view. Simple explanations allowed my team to 
influence decision makers the same day.

Specification for shared file post detail view



Road to Retirement Login
Providence Health & Services (via 7SM), 2011
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Providence Health & Services

Our client's users were consistently having trouble with login. Rather than just updating the interface, I 
led research into the problem space. What we learned changed everyone's minds.

Insights presentation
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Providence Health & Services

For regular users modernizing password recovery helps. Many users are seniors and email was going to 
be harder than using a phone. Their option had to stay away from email.

Mockup of secondary login options
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Providence Health & Services

I wanted to show the client that the user could see what was going to happen all the way through. 
Predictability leads to comfort, and comfort leads to completion.

Password recovery mockup
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Providence Health & Services

Our irregular users could log in be authenticating. They would get a password out of it, AND see their 
information on the site. This solution reduced support center calls and met security needs.

Alternative to email-based password recovery



Product Concept Comic Book
Daptiv, 2008
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Providence Health & Services

How do you communicate what the user experience for an imagined product will be? Talk to everyone, tie 
together their expectations, imagine the feature requirements and expected use cases. Show it.

Organizing the story
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Daptiv

Daptiv wanted to show that our new epic feature was going to allow a team of users to customize our 
product into something complete for a new domain. It needed to address specific personas.

Comic book cover
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Daptiv

Using the language of our actors helped people connect to the interface. It suggested complex and 
powerful functionality along with the use-case it satisfied.

High fidelity interaction flow
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Daptiv

Because this needed to sell "up" and sell "down" we need to show the story of people as well as 
interfaces and interactions that were real enough to build towards. 

Connecting software to the real world
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Daptiv

The mixture of explorable detail, changes in depth from UI to story, flowing plot and scope all lead to a 
document so successful department heads argued who it was really for. That's alignment.

Exploring a complex application design tool




